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“A true friend is the greatest of all blessings, and that which we 
take the least care of all to acquire.” 

Francois De La Rochefoucauld 

“Life is like a piano. What you get out of it depends on how you play it.” -- Tom Lehrer 
“Government is instituted for the common good; for the protection, safety, prosperity, and happiness of the people; and not for profit, 
honor, or private interest of any one man, family, or class of men.” — John Adams 
“A hospital is no place to be sick.” —  Sam Goldwyn  
“Natural rights [are] the objects for the protection of which society is formed and municipal laws established.” —Thomas Jefferson  
“He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.” – Muhammad Ali 
“You can’t separate peace from freedom because no one can be at peace unless he has his freedom.”— Malcolm X 
“The heights by great men reached and kept were not attained by sudden flight, but they while their companions slept, were toiling 
upward in the night.” – Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

The McClenny Moseley & Associates (MMA) series of lawsuits, court hearings and insurance department actions have brought about 
some very serious problems for MMA, including court orders, lawsuit dismissals, administrative cease and desist orders and litigation, 
all of which have created a poster child for Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter. 

To understand the information, I am posting below it is important to understand the law against insurance fraud in Louisiana which 
provides: 

The Louisiana Department of Insurance provides the following definition of insurance fraud: 

Insurance fraud is the willful abuse of an insurance policy for financial gain. Fraud is an intentional act and is illegal. 
It includes any deliberate deception perpetrated against an insurance company and any deliberate deception committed 
by an insurance company or its representatives. [https://www.ldi.la.gov/consumers/insurance-fraud] 

In addition, the LDI summarizes insurance fraud as follows: 

(2) “Fraudulent insurance act” shall include but not be limited to acts or omissions committed by any person who, 
knowingly and with intent to defraud:  

(a) Presents, causes to be presented, or prepares with knowledge or belief that it will be presented to or by an insurer, 
reinsurer, purported insurer or reinsurer, producer, or any agent thereof, any oral or written statement which he knows 
to contain materially false information as part of, or in support of, or denial of, or concerning any fact material to or 
conceals any information concerning any fact material to the following:  

(i) An application for the issuance of any insurance policy.  
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(ii) The rating of any insurance policy.  

(iii) A claim for payment or benefit pursuant to any insurance policy.  

(iv) Premiums paid on any insurance policy.  

(v) Payments made in accordance with the terms of any insurance policy.  

(vi) An application for certificate of authority or the application for a certificate of authority by a health 
insurer that has ceased writing health and accident insurance in the state within the prior five years.  

(vii) The financial condition of any insurer, reinsurer, purported insurer or reinsurer.  

* * * 

(m) Receives money or any other thing of value from any person, firm, or entity as a means of compensation for the 
acts of solicitation or criminal conspiracy done for the purpose of executing a scheme or artifice to defraud a person.  

TITLE 22 — Insurance 

LA Rev Stat § 22:1923  
§1923. Definitions 

As used in this Part, the following terms shall have the meanings indicated in this Section: 

(1) “Fraudulent insurance act” shall include but not be limited to acts or omissions committed by any person who, 
knowingly and with intent to defraud: 

(a) Presents, causes to be presented, or prepares with knowledge or belief that it will be presented to or by an 
insurer, reinsurer, purported insurer or reinsurer, broker, or any agent thereof, any oral or written statement which he 
knows to contain materially false information as part of, or in support of, or denial of, or concerning any fact 
material to or conceals any information concerning any fact material to the following: 

(i) An application for the issuance of any insurance policy. 

(ii) The rating of any insurance policy. 

(iii) A claim for payment or benefit pursuant to any insurance policy. 

(iv) Premiums paid on any insurance policy. 

(v) Payments made in accordance with the terms of any insurance policy. 

(vi) An application for certificate of authority or the application for a certificate of authority by a health insurer that 
has ceased writing health and accident insurance in the state within the prior five years. 

(vii) The financial condition of any insurer, reinsurer, purported insurer or reinsurer. 

(viii) The acquisition of any insurer or reinsurer. 

(b) Solicits or accepts new or renewal insurance risks by or for an insolvent insurer, reinsurer, or other entity 
regulated under the insurance laws of this state. 

(c) Removes or attempts to remove the assets or record of assets, transactions, and affairs of such material part 
thereof, from the home office or other place of business of the insurer, reinsurer, or other entity regulated under the 
insurance laws of this state, or from the place of safekeeping of the insurer, reinsurer, or other entity regulated under 
the laws of this state, or who conceals or attempts to conceal the same from the department. 

(d) Diverts, attempts to divert, or conspires to divert funds of an insurer, reinsurer, or other entity regulated under the 
laws of this state, or other persons in connection with: 

(i) The transaction of insurance or reinsurance. 

(ii) The conduct of business activities by an insurer, reinsurer, or other entity regulated by the insurance laws of this 
state. 

(iii) The formation, acquisition, or dissolution of an insurer, reinsurer, or other entity regulated under the insurance 
laws of this state. 

(e) Supplies false or fraudulent material information pertaining to any document or statement required by the 
Department of Insurance. 

(f) Commits any fraudulent viatical settlement act, as defined by R.S. 22:1791. 

(g) Solicits or accepts new or renewal insurance risks by or for an unauthorized insurer, except as provided by 
Subpart O of Part I of Chapter 2 and Part III of Chapter 7 both of this Title. 

(h) Manufactures, sells, distributes, presents, or causes to be presented a fraudulent proof of insurance card or 
document. 

(i) Alters a legitimate proof of insurance card or document. 

(j) Presents, causes to be presented, or prepares with the knowledge or belief that it will be presented to a self-
insured governmental entity any oral or written statement which he knows to contain materially false information as 
part of, in support of, denial of, or concerning any fact material to or conceals any information concerning any fact 
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material to any claim for payment under such self-insured governmental entity’s loss fund or risk pool. For the 
purposes of this Subparagraph, “self-insured governmental entity” shall mean any agency of the state, political 
subdivision of the state, or agency thereof, or consortium of governmental entities that maintains a self-insured loss 
fund or risk pool. 

(2) “Statement” includes but is not limited to any notice, statement, proof of loss, bill of lading, receipt for payment, 
invoice, account, estimate of property damages, bill for services, diagnosis, prescription, hospital or doctor records, 
test results, x-rays, or other evidence of loss, injury, or expense. 

La. Stat. tit. 22 § 1924 
(1)(a) Any person who, with the intent to injure, defraud, or deceive any insurance company, or the Department of 
Insurance, or any insured or other party in interest, or any third-party claimant commits any of the acts specified in 
Paragraph (2) or (3) of this Subsection is guilty of a felony and shall be subjected to a term of imprisonment, with or 
without hard labor, not to exceed five years, or a fine not to exceed five thousand dollars, or both, on each count. 

(b) In addition to the criminal penalties provided in Subparagraph (a) of this Paragraph, the defendant shall make 
payment of restitution to the victim or victim company of any insurance payments to the defendant that the court 
determines were not owed and the costs incurred by the victim or victim company associated with the evaluation and 
defense of the fraudulent claim, including but not limited to the investigative costs, attorney fees, and court costs. 
However, if the amount of the benefit that is the subject of the criminal act does not exceed one thousand dollars, the 
term of imprisonment shall not exceed six months, and any fine shall not exceed one thousand dollars on each count. 

(2) The following acts shall be punishable as provided in Paragraph (1) of this Subsection:  

(a) Committing any fraudulent insurance act as defined in R.S. 22:1923. 

(b) Presenting or causing to be presented any written or oral statement including computer-generated documents as part 
of or in support of or denial of a claim for payment or other benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, knowing that such 
statement contains any false, incomplete, or fraudulent information concerning any fact or thing material to such claim 
or insurance policy.(c) Assisting, abetting, soliciting, or conspiring with another to prepare or make any written or oral 
statement that is intended to be presented to any insurance company, insured, the Department of Insurance, or other 
party in interest or third-party claimant in connection with, or in support of or denial, or any claim for payment of other 
benefit pursuant to an insurance policy, knowing that such statement contains any false, incomplete, or fraudulent 
information concerning any fact or thing material to such claim or insurance policy. 

Louisiana also, by statute created an Insurance Fraud Investigation Unit by §1422. 

Insurance fraud investigation unit; powers and duties 

A. There is hereby created an insurance fraud investigation unit in the Department of Public Safety and Corrections, 
public safety services, office of state police, and the unit shall be solely dedicated to the investigation of property 
and casualty, worker’s compensation, life, and health insurance fraud. The purposes of this unit shall be to: 

(1) Initiate independent inquiries and conduct independent investigations into allegations of insurance fraud in any 
municipality or parish of the state of Louisiana and perform other related law enforcement duties. 

(2) Respond to notification or complaints alleging insurance fraud generated by federal, state, and local police, other 
law enforcement authorities, governmental agencies or units, and any other person. 

(3) Review notices and reports of insurance fraud, select the incidents of suspected fraud that, in its judgment, 
require further detailed investigation, and conduct the investigations. 

B. The insurance fraud investigation unit shall have the authority to: 

(1) Issue subpoenas to examine any person under oath and to compel the production of records, books, papers, 
contracts, and other documents. Subpoenas shall be served in the same manner as if issued by a district court. If any 
person fails to obey a subpoena issued and served pursuant to this Subsection, upon application of the insurance 
fraud investigation unit, the Nineteenth Judicial District Court or the district court in the judicial district where the 
subpoena was served may issue an order requiring the person to comply with the subpoena. Any failure to obey the 
order of the court may be punished by the court as contempt. 

(2) Administer oaths and affirmation. 

(3) Share records and evidence with federal, state, or local law enforcement or regulatory agencies. 

(4) Make criminal referrals to prosecuting authorities. The district attorney of the judicial district where a criminal 
referral has been made shall, for the purpose of assisting in such prosecution, have the authority to appoint as special 
deputy district attorneys, licensed attorneys in the employment of the insurance fraud investigation unit. The district 
attorney shall have the right and discretion to proceed against any person or organization on criminal referrals. 

(5) Conduct investigations outside of this state. If the information the fraud unit seeks to obtain is located outside 
this state, the person from whom the information is sought may make the information available to the fraud unit to 
examine at the place where the information is located. The fraud unit may designate representatives, including 
officials of the state in which the matter is located, to inspect the information on behalf of the fraud unit, and the 
fraud unit may respond to similar requests from officials of other states. 
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In addition, § 22:1926.: 

Duties of companies and others.  

A. Any person, company, or other legal entity including but not limited to those engaged in the business of insurance, 
including producers and adjusters, that suspects that a fraudulent insurance act will be, is being, or has been committed 
shall, within sixty days of the receipt of such notice, send to the division of insurance fraud, on a form prescribed by 
the commissioner, the information requested and such additional information relative to the insurance act and the 
parties claiming loss or damages because of an occurrence or accident as the commissioner may require. The division 
of insurance fraud shall review such reports and select such insurance acts as, in its judgment, may require further 
investigation. It shall then cause an independent examination of the facts surrounding such insurance act to be made 
to determine the extent, if any, to which fraud, deceit, or intentional misrepresentation of any kind exists in the 
submission of the insurance act.  

B. The division of insurance fraud shall report any alleged violations of law which its investigations disclose to the 
appropriate licensing agency, the insurance fraud investigation unit of the office of state police, the insurance fraud 
support unit of the Department of Justice, and the prosecutive authority having jurisdiction with respect to any such 
violation. These units shall work jointly on criminal referrals. 

C. The police employees of the unit shall have the same duties and powers as are provided for other police employees 
of the office in R.S. 40:1379 and such other duties as are assigned by the deputy secretary of public safety services of 
the Department of Public Safety and Corrections. The police employees of the unit shall complete the National 
Insurance Crime Training Academy, phases 1, 2, and 3, and Fraud Claims Law Specialist program, within the first 
two years of assignment to the unit. 

In addition to the state statute 18 U.S.C. 1343 provides: The elements of wire fraud include four essential elements of the crime of wire 
fraud are: (1) that the defendant voluntarily and intentionally devised or participated in a scheme to defraud another out of money; (2) 
that the defendant did so with the intent to defraud; (3) that it was reasonably foreseeable that interstate wire communications would be 
used; and (4) that interstate wire communications were in fact used. [Manual of Model Criminal Jury Instructions for the District Courts 
of the Eighth Circuit 6.18.1341 (West 1994). 

In addition: 

Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property 
by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises, transmits or causes to be transmitted by means 
of wire, radio, or television communication in interstate or foreign commerce, any writings, signs, signals, pictures, 
or sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more 
than 20 years, or both. If the violation occurs in relation to, or involving any benefit authorized, transported, 
transmitted, transferred, disbursed, or paid in connection with, a presidentially declared major disaster or emergency 
(as those terms are defined in section 102 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (42 
U.S.C. 5122)), or affects a financial institution, such person shall be fined not more than $1,000,000 or imprisoned 
not more than 30 years, or both. 

Note as you read the information from court proceedings and filings whether the crime of insurance fraud has been attempted by 
MMA and its agents, representatives, advertisers, and clients have violated any of the provisions of the Louisiana statute. 

MMA & Judge James Cain Jr. 
Judge James Cain Jr. of the Western District of Louisiana issued the order Oct. 21 against McClenny, Moseley and Associates PLLC, 
which filed nearly 1,700 claims against insurers in a four-day period just prior to the deadline for filing such cases. 

“... The court has determined that there are filings by plaintiffs that have already settled lawsuits, duplicate filings and filings for 
damage to property that is outside the typical geographical area where reported damage was caused by Hurricanes Laura and Delta,” 
Cain said in the order. 

The judge’s order also states that lawsuits filed by the Houston firm cannot be “mass mediated, litigated or settled” and the cases need 
to go through the established case-management procedure for the hurricane claims. 

Out of the 1,642 cases that Cain identified in his order, the law firm identified 98 cases that “could be considered in that sphere of 
cases he was looking to fine us on,” Moseley said. Of those cases, 80 were intentionally filed after they were dismissed from a single 
lawsuit, he said, adding that unbeknownst to the law firm, the court had gone ahead and refiled them. 

In addition, 13 cases were refiled because the law firm had not received confirmation from the court that they had been processed, he 
said, and in the remaining cases the plaintiffs insisted that their properties were damaged by Hurricane Laura when the firm advised 
that another hurricane was the culprit. 

On December 21, 2022, Melvin Addison told Judge Cain he didn’t know how he became a client of MMA. 

Louisiana Department of Insurance Cease and Desist Order  
On February 17, 2023, the Louisiana Department of Insurance (LDI) issued an order and notice of investigative 
proceedings to MMA and its partners: 
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The Insurance Commissioner found that MMA, William Huye III, John Moseley and James McCleriny are in violation of 
multiple provisions of the Louisiana Code. The order notified the parties that they are under investigation relating to the 
regulation and prevention of administrative of civil violations of the insurance laws of the state.  

1. The LDI has evidence that McClenny Moseley & Associates, PLLC, and its principals, managers and/or partners William 
Huye, III, John Moseley and James McClenny (collectively referred to herein as “MMA”) participated in a fraudulent scheme 
involving fraudulent insurance acts.  

2. MMA, in connection with a contractual arrangement between MMA and APEX, fraudulently misrepresented to multiple 
Louisiana insurance companies that MMA had been retained by Louisiana insureds as their attorney and/or legal counsel 
related to the settlement of hurricane related insurance claims without the knowledge of the insureds MMA purported to 
represent.  

3. The order found that MMA and its principals were involved in unfair trade practices. 

Frantovich v. Allied Trust Insurance Company 
From Tricia Rigsby Frantovich v. Allied Trust Insurance Company, the hearing before the Honorable Michael B North, a 
United States Magistrate Judge learned the following about the activities of McClenny Moseley & Associates (MMA) in an 
81 page hearing: 

1. “In fact, your client with regard to this matter and this claim and this policy and this house up until that time was Apex 
Roofing.” [p. 12] 

2. MMA did not advised Ms. Frantovich of the known conflict between her an Apex roofing. 
3. The Judge: “You’re making a claim on behalf of a person that you don’t represent without her knowledge. Is this the only 

time you’ve ever done that?” 
4. MMA filed several claims of representation to insurance companies on behalf of insureds when MMA only represented Apex 

roofing. [p. 23] 
5. MMA agrees: “The only contract in this case where anybody retained your law firm was electronically signed by somebody 

who works for Apex on behalf of somebody that they don’t represent, and you don’t represent. And there’s nothing in the 
assignment of benefits that gives them the power of attorney to sign somebody else’s name, but they did it anyway.” 

6. MMA agrees: Judge: And the homeowner never knew that you filed a lawsuit for them, or made a claim for them, and they 
also don’t know what, if any, fee you’re taking because you never sent them any contingency fee contract.” [p. 31] 

7. Judge: “You were not telling her you have to act fast because it takes 13 months to file your lawsuit. This is an all language, 
in my view, that is intended to put the fear into the homeowner that if they don’t act soon, they may lose their rights. And 
according to Ms. Franatovich and the letter that she wrote and filed into the record, that’s exactly what happened. She signed 
this document for that very reason. So, mission accomplished. She said she was misled by this letter, which is not surprising 
because there’s at least three things in here that are categorially not true.” [p. 54] 

8. MMA admits: It was categorically false that Ms. Frantovich retained MMA. [P. 57] 
9. Judge: “the chaos brought by MMA generally, it’s not limited to this case. This is not a one-off. Allied Trust has 21 cases in 

which they’ve identified,  and I can provide that information to you at another time  where they’ve identified both Apex 
Roofing and McClenny Moseley being involved.” 

On February 13, 2023, Schonekas Evans McGoey & McEachen, on behalf of MMA resented 33 pages of 
documents to Judge Michael B. North.  

1. The enclosures include Marketing Service Agreements between Velawcity and MMA for a total of 1,000 “prescreened 
clients” at a cost of $3,000 each with a balance due of $3,000,000. 

2. The enclosures are multiple such contracts. 
3. “The marketing and administrative services provided by Velawcity to Law Firm include maintaining a legal advertising 

network and national advertising campaigns for specific pharmaceutical drug, medical device and/or multi-district litigation 
cases (collectively “Legal Claims” as listed below). ln addition to providing the national advertising services, Velawcity also 
will perform pre-screening intake administrative services for Law Firm, as Law Firm’s agent, based upon Law Firm’s written 
criteria and under Law Firm’s supervision, to assess potential claimant eligibility for specific LegalClaims. 

On February 13, 2023, Schonekas Evans McGoey & McEachen, on behalf of MMA resented 37 pages of 
documents to Judge Michael B. North providing the court:  
A list of lawsuits that MMA filed on behalf plaintiffs re Hurricane Ida 

1. A list of lawsuits MMA has filed where they represented Apex. 
2. A list of claims MMA has settled for properties in which they represented APEX but not the named insured. 
3. A list of cases/claims related to Hurricane Ida in which MMA sent a Letter of Representation. 
4. A list of claims not yet in litigation related to Hurricane Ida in which MMA represents homeowners and has a retention 

agreement with Apex. 
5. The lists are extensive in excess of 1200 cases. 
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On 2/14/23 the USDC issued a 13 Page Order 
The Court has reviewed the information and documents provided by MMA pursuant to the February 1, 2023 order and finds that they 

should be immediately filed into the record, This includes the information provided for in camera review [the Velawcity contracts), as 

the Court finds that these documents do not appear to be subject to any privilege and, in any event, they appear to directly contradict 

statements made in open court by Mr. Huye concerning the services that company provides for does not provide) to MMA. 

On February 14, 2023, the court issued the following order directing MMA to produce: 
1. A list of lawsuits that MMA filed on behalf of plaintiffs in Hurricane Ida cases in which they have a contingent fee or other 

contract with the named plaintiff. 
2. A list of lawsuits filed on behalf insureds with a contract only with Apex Roofing. 
3. A list of claims settled by MMA where they represented Apex Roofing. 
4. A list of cases/claims related to Hurricane Ida in which MMA sent a Letter of Representation to any insurance company that 

it represents Apex rather than an insured homeowner. 
5. All contracts for in camera review.  

On February 20, 2023, U.S. District Judge Lance Africk of the Eastern District of Louisiana on Feb. 9 entered an order dismissing 
Franatovich v. Allied Trust Insurance after concluding the plaintiff’s supposed attorney did not have an attorney engagement 
agreement with the plaintiff when he filed the lawsuit. 

On February 22, 2023, a 16 page and 70 page Memorandum was filed before Judge Lance M. Africk that 
provided 

1. The contracts produced by MMA show that if prepaid Velawcity $13,938,000 for 4,268 prescreened potential clients. 
2. MMA has sent 856 letters of representation to insurers advising that MMA represents the homeowner when it actually had an 

agreement with Apex Roofing.  
3. MMA admits to Misrepresentation on, at least, 856 claims. 
4. MMA continues to improperly solicit by text message through Velawcity and was solicited from “Strategic Litigation 

Partners” and claimed he represented a law firm called Velawcity. 
5. Eventually counsel was asked to electronically sign a contract with MMA on the contract. 
6. MMA has paid for 4,268 fee agreements via Velawcity. 
7. Payments to MMA clients are endorsed by a power of attorney or remain un-negotiated. 
8. MMA admits to Misrepresentation on 856 Claims. 
9. The Louisiana Commissioner of Insurance has issued a Cease-and-Desist Order with findings of wrongful conduct by MMA. 
10. 14 checks issued to MMA and its clients remain un-negotiated since as early as May, 2022. 
11. Mr. Monson, provided the court with the following detail: 

At 6:58 p.m. EST on Wednesday, January 25, 2023, undersigned counsel received an unsolicited text message from 
a phone number identified as ‘+52 56 3977 9530’. The unsolicited text message states as follows: 

You have Hurricane Ian and Ida storm compensation pending, fill out this form pi4q.com/1PG2 

At no point did undersigned counsel take any steps to request this text message from any person or entity. In fact, 
undersigned counsel could not believe that he received this text message after having alerted the Louisiana Bar about 
MMA’s improper text message solicitation on August 3, 2022. The unsolicited text message did not identify the 
sender and did not identify any lawyer or any law firm. There was no location of practice identified, nor was there 
a Louisiana State Bar Association lawyer advertising filing number supplied. Rather, there was a promise of money 
made by filling out a certain form at the website that was enabled by the link ‘pi4q.com/1PG’. 

Undersigned counsel clicked on the link which takes you to the website: www.HurricaneDamageLawsuit.com. On 
the first page of this website, there is no mention of a law firm or attorney involved. Rather there is a series of 
questions presented to viewer with under the tab ‘See if you Qualify for Compensation Get a FREE Case 
Evaluation’…. 

In order to determine who sent the unsolicited text message, undersigned counsel submitted identifying information 
via the website late in the evening of January 25, 2023. The next morning at 8:47 a.m. EST, a person who identified 
himself as ‘Arnold’ called undersigned counsel from phone number (346) 245-6143. The conversation lasted thirteen 
minutes and twenty-eight seconds (13:28). Arnold indicated that he was from an organization called Strategic 
Litigation Partners and proceeded to ask numerous questions similar to that set forth in the website queries above. 
Arnold had a difficult command of the English language yet also asked whether undersigned counsel was married; 
what was the best time and best way to communicate; and, indicated that if the law firm attempted to contact me 
unsuccessfully three times that I would lose my opportunity to work with them. Arnold made it very clear, at least 
five times, that he was working on behalf of the ‘Velawcity’ law firm located in Texas. 

During this conversation Arnold informed undersigned counsel that he would be sending an email and instructed 
me to open the email while we were still on the phone. The email came from an address ‘Hurricane-Ida-Velawcity-
MMA@slplegal.com’. The email was received during the telephone conversation at 8:55 a.m. EST. The email states 
as follows: 
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Thank you for your interest in the Hurricane / Storm Litigation. This email has been sent by the Intake Team Member 
you are speaking with. Please take a moment to review your agreement while you are on the call with us so we can 
answer any questions and get started on your case. 

Please click on the link below to sign your agreement. Once it is completed you will receive a welcome email with 
more information. Questions? (409) 683-9069 or Hurricane-Ida-Velawcity-MMA@slplegal.com. 

https://useclientconnect.com/GoSignCover.aspx?uid=4567847&e=1&T=1&eid=3 23435353039323630313233 

Sincerely, 

Intake Department 

Strategic Litigation Partners, LP 21324 Provincial Blvd. 

Katy, Texas 774504 

As can be seen by the plain text of the agreement, the email was sent during the phone call and undersigned counsel 
was asked to ‘please click on the link below to sign your agreement’. Arnold encouraged undersigned counsel to 
click on the link. When the link was clicked, a screen pops up indicating ‘Your document is ready to sign!’ This 
electronic correspondence asks the potential client to follow three simple steps in order to set up the signing 
mechanism for the agreement. The next step in the process instructs the reader ‘Draw your signature’ and ‘Draw 
your initial:’ Once the reader clicks on the ‘Continue’ button, the reader is provided with an MMA Attorney 
Employment Contract with instructions to ‘Click Here to Begin Signing’. At no point in this process was anybody 
from MMA involved or identified. Upon viewing the contract, undersigned counsel even asked Arnold why MMA 
on the contract when Arnold previously stated that he was calling on behalf of the Velawcity law firm. Arnold 
insisted that he was working on behalf of Velawcity and was unfamiliar with MMA. 

In addition, Allied submitted to the court: 

Allied Trust Insurance Company respectfully submits that all the supporting documents which have been produced 
and the statements made by MMA led to several inescapable conclusions. MMA, in violation of multiple ethical 
standards, has created a mechanism to obtain signed retainer agreements from individuals through a third-party for 
which it paid for each such referral and contract. In many instances the “client” was unaware there was any such 
agreement. Further, MMA has, on multiple occasions, represented to insurers that MMA represented insureds under 
their policies when here was no such attorney-client relationship, often leading to disbursement of payments to MMA 
to the detriment of both the insured and their insurer. Once the truth of such conduct came to the attention of this 
Honorable Court, MMA has intentionally misrepresented the true nature of their conduct to this Honorable Court. 

On 2/22/23 The USDC Issued an Order 
Upon review of that list, the Court hereby Orders MMA to submit to the Court, no later than Tuesday, February 28, 
2023, the settlement breakdowns associated with these settlements, including any and all documents evidencing that 
the homeowners in those cases were (1) informed of the value of the settlement with Apex Roofing and the breakdown 
of that settlement and (2) provided their authorization in writing to MMA for MMA to negotiate a settlement check 
made in the homeowners’ name and to deposit the funds from said check into MMA’s trust account. 

On 2/23/23 the USDC Issued an Order 
The Court will hold a follow-up hearing on Friday, March 3, 2023 at 10:00 a.m. to determine whether and/or to what 
extent the law firm, McClenny Moseley & Associates (“MMA”) and/or R. William Huye, III (“Huye”) should be 
sanctioned pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11, 28 U.S.C. § 1927, and/or the Court’s inherent authority 
for their conduct in connection with these consolidated cases. 

In addition, the court ordered that MMA and its principals: 

no later than noon on Thursday, March 2, 2023, MMA is ordered to provide to the Court for in camera inspection the 
retention agreements and documents proving power of attorney to negotiate checks executed by the clients identified 
on pages 9 and 10 of Allied Trust’s February 22, 2023 “Memorandum Regarding McClenny Moseley and Associates’ 
February 13. 2023 Submission. 

Use of Runners or Cappers 
In Louisiana a “capper”, “steerer”, or “runner” means a person who, for monetary benefits or other considerations, procures or attempts 
to procure business at the direction of, request of, or in cooperation with a licensee by means of deceit, trick, fraud, or misleading 
statements. [Louisiana Revised Statutes Tit. 37, § 831. Definitions] Since Case running is illegal in Louisiana and has been since 2010. 
State law prohibits individuals from procuring or attempting to procure business for a licensed attorney by means of fraud, deceit, 
trickery, or misleading statements. 

ZIFL Opinion 
Since MMA has admitted that it reported a claim to various insurers, including Allied, that it was presenting claims against 
Allied and at least 856 claims to Allied and other insurers, that it represented the insured when, in truth and fact, it did not 
represent the insurer’s insureds, but, rather Apex Roofing who is not an insured of any of the insurers to whom MMA made 
claims, demanded appraisal and settled claims, cashed checks and took attorneys fees from people it did not represent the 
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insurer is obligated to report each claim to the Louisiana Department of Insurance as a suspected insurance fraud effected or 
attempted.  

Therefore, it appears, subject to the review of the Louisiana Attorney General and/or local prosecutors, MMA violated 
Louisiana fraud statutes, and each insurer who is a victim of one or more of the minimum of 856 fraudulent claims where 
MMA represented it was the attorney of the insurers’ insureds was a criminal fraudulent act. 

Since the actions of Velawcity and Apex Roofing appear to meet the definition of a “runner” the prosecutors in the state of 
Louisiana should consider prosecution for their fraudulent activities. 

In addition, the federal judges involved in these cases should consider reporting MMA, Velawcity and Apex Roofing to the 
U.S. Attorney for investigation of the potential crime of wire fraud. 

There will be more hearings in March 2023 that will be reported in the March 15, 2023 issue of ZIFL. 

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE has published five days a week videos on insurance claims, insurance claims law, insurance fraud and 
insurance coverage matters at https://www.rumble.com/zalma.https://rumble.com/c/c-262921. 

He now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance 
bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and he practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance 
coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 55 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and 
zalma@zalma.com. 

Mr. Zalma is the first recipient of the first annual Claims Magazine/ACE Legend Award. 

Over the last 55 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has 
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance 
claims professionals. See the more than 500 videos at https://www.rumble.com/zalma.  

To prove the “arson for profit defense” the insurer must prove the three elements needed to establish arson plus proof that the insured 
violated the misrepresentation, concealment, or fraud condition, and/or that the act was an intentional act to defraud the insurer.  

A successful “arson for profit defense” depends on a wide range of evidence, including expert testimony, knowledgeable and convincing 
witnesses, and effective counsel for the insurer. Where any of the evidence as to each element is non-existent, weak, or sufficiently 
rebutted by the insured’s experts and witnesses, the insurer’s “arson for profit defense” will likely fail. 

In reviewing the court precedent certain common factors emerge, in the successful and unsuccessful cases, that might help insurance 
investigators conduct their investigations and assist claims management in arriving at proper decisions. The following are some 
comments regarding those factors, leading to successful or unsuccessful resolution, as they apply to the elements of the “arson for profit 
defense. 

Incendiary Cause 
Where the insurer had fire cause and origin experts testify and the testimony of fire marshals and fire department investigators agreed 
with the insurer’s expert, this element of the defense was usually successful. Where the testimony of fire marshals and other fire 
department investigators was inconclusive or in conflict with the insurer’s expert, the defense usually fails. 

If the insurer failed to investigate the insured’s allegations or claims that he had gas or electrical system problems before the fire, and 
failed to put on any evidence to rebut the insured’s allegation, the defense was likely to fail. 

Merely proving an incendiary cause is insufficient to establish the “arson for profit defense.” In addition to proving an incendiary cause 
the insurer must be able to prove the fire was an intentional act created to deceive an insurer into paying a claim that was not insurable 
because it was caused by an intentional act of the insured and allowed the insurer to void the policy. 

The Elements that Must be Proved to Establish the Arson Defense 
Motive 
Where there was substantial evidence of a poor financial condition, documented with the testimony of creditors and mortgagees and 
other witnesses, the defense was usually successful. Where there was weak evidence of motive, the “arson for profit defense” failed. 

Where the insured concealed or misrepresented his true financial condition, the insurer was usually successful in its defense. In fact, 
such a misrepresentation or concealment is sufficient to defeat a claim even if the fire is not an arson-for-profit but is simply evidence 
that a fraudulent claim has been attempted. 

Opportunity 
Where the insurer conducted a thorough investigation into the insured’s pre-fire activity, alibi and post-fire testimony in statements and 
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the examination under oath and false statements and testimony under oath were documented, the “arson for profit defense” was 
successful. Where the insurer documented fraud as to the presentation of the claim, that evidence supported evidence of opportunity on 
the part of the insured. 

Although not an element of the “arson for profit defense” other inculpating evidence or other evidence implicating the insured was 
commented on by the courts to establish that the insured was responsible for the fire. Where the insurer could document and provide 
evidence the insured was lying about any aspect of his testimony, the “arson for profit defense” was usually successful. Therefore, it is 
clear that a thorough investigation focused on verifying the insured’s representations is essential to a successful “arson for profit 
defense.” 

Ability 

When the insured is found to be at the scene of the fire shortly before the alarm is sounded and has the physical ability and available 
flammables the defense often succeeds. 

When the insured is disabled, is out of town, or can prove he was in a location a long distance from where the fire occurred, the claim 
is usually successful. 

Misrepresentation, Concealment or Fraud 
Where the insurer conducted a thorough investigation into the insured’s application and claims presentation and established that the 
insured misrepresented or concealed a material fact or attempted fraud, the “arson for profit defense” was successful. 

When the insurer limited its investigation to establish only the cause and origin of the fire the “arson for profit defense” failed because 
the insurer can prove there was an arson fire which is a named peril covered by every first party insurance policy that insures against 
the peril of fire. Without a violation of fraud, misrepresentation, or concealment there is no defense available to the claim. And the 
insurer is unable to prove that the policy was effectively rescinded and declared void from its inception or declared void by operation of 
the policy conditions. 

Other Remedies And Defenses Restated 
It is important that the adjusters or SIU investigators dealing with a suspected claim must investigate it in such a manner that conditions, 
defenses and remedies are not waived by their activity. All viable defenses and remedies should be explored and considered from the 
first day the suspected file is opened. Whenever an arson fire occurs, or the initial investigation indicates an arson-for-profit attempt the 
adjuster and/or SIU investigator must obtain a signed non-waiver or start his or her investigation subject to a reservation of rights. 

The following are the defenses and remedies restated: 

1. Misrepresentation in the application. 

2. Misrepresentation in the presentation of a claim.  

3. Breach of Warranties such as Protective Safeguard Warranties requiring fire sprinkler systems, burglar alarm systems, a 
security guard, etc. 

4. Breach of reporting requirements--late notice. 

5. Breach of general conditions--Insured’s Duties After Loss--Filing proof of loss, inventory and submitting to examination 
under oath and submitting books and records. 

6. Breach of the fraud and concealment condition as to presentation of claims under any portion of the policy, i.e., under 
the contents coverage, additional living expense coverage, business interruption coverage, etc.  

7. Intentional Loss (or Acts) Exclusion. 

Avoidance Defense to Arson for Profit 
Avoidance, or voiding, of the policy is to say the policy existed but because of a breach of a condition contained in the policy, the 
policy is void and recovery is denied to the insured. 

Rescission is an equitable remedy as ancient as the common law of Britain.  

When the United States was conceived in 1776 the founders were concerned with protecting their rights under British common law. 
They adopted it as the law of the new United States of America. British common law was only modified by the limitations placed on 
the central government by the U.S. Constitution when it was approved in 1789. 

The viability and ability to enforce contracts was recognized as essential to commerce. Courts of law were charged with enforcing 
legitimate contracts. Courts of equity were charged with protecting contracting parties from mistake, fraud, misrepresentation and 
concealment where no damages were involved. It was the obligation of the courts of equity to reach a result that was fair to all of the 
parties to the contract. The founders of the United States, and the British common law, concluded that equity required that enforcing a 
contract based on mistake, fraud, misrepresentation or concealment would not be fair. 

The common law developed rules that courts could follow to refuse to enforce the terms of a contract that was entered into because of 
mutual mistake of material fact, a unilateral mistake of material fact, the breach of warranty (a presumptively material promise to do 
or not do something), a material concealment, or a material misrepresentation. The remedy – called rescission – created a method to 
apply fairness to the parties to an insurance contract and allow an insurer or a policyholder to void a contract. The remedy of 
rescission allowed courts to refuse to enforce a contract entered into by fraud, mutual mistake, misrepresentation or concealment of 
material facts.  
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Insurance contracts, unlike common run-of-the-mill commercial contracts, are considered to be contracts of utmost good faith. [Carter 
v. Boehm, S.C. 1 Bl.593, 3 Burr 1906, British House of Lords, 11th May 1766] Each party to the contract of insurance is expected to 
treat the other fairly in the acquisition and performance of the contract. For example, the prospective insured is required to answer all 
questions about the risk he, she or it are asking the insurer to take and about the person the insurer is asked to insure.  

Rescission, since before the U. S. Constitution, became an important remedy for insurers. As a contract of utmost good faith insurers 
and the courts recognized that the parties to a contract of insurance were more vulnerable than other contracting parties to 
misrepresentation or concealment of material fact. The remedy is available to either party to the contract and when one determines it 
was deceived into entering into the contract it may declare the contract void from its inception, return the consideration and treat it as 
if it never existed. 

When an insurer or the insured discovers the existence of a factual basis for rescission, they have the opportunity, but not the duty, to 
exercise the remedy of rescission. In most states, the remedy is available to both parties to the contract of insurance, whether the party 
deceived believes the deceit was the result of a fraud or simply an innocent misrepresentation or concealment of a material fact. To do 
otherwise would allow fraud to succeed. 

This article was adapted from my book Property Investigation Checklists Uncovering Insurance Fraud, 13th Edition Available at 
https://store.legal.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/Forms/Property-Investigation-Checklists-Uncovering-Insurance-Fraud-
13th/p/106702361 and as a THOMSON REUTERS PROVIEW eBOOK EDITION https://store.legal.thomsonreuters.com/law-
products/Forms/Property-Investigation-Checklists-Uncovering-Insurance-Fraud-13th/p/106702363 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A firm that administered health care claims stole $18M of funds intended for paying the claims. Anthony Riccardi started by 
administering third-party healthcare claims for a car dealership chain in New Canaan, Conn. Employee Benefit Solutions created 
invoices for the car dealership brand, which submitted payments and expected the funds to be paid to health care providers. EBS stole 
almost $18M of $26M the dealership paid. Most of this money was transferred into the EBS operating account and used for non-company 
expenses — mortgages, boats, golf and luxury cars. Riccardi only paid claims from health care providers he thought were likely to 
complain, or involved the car dealership execs. The scam also included inflated or bogus medical claims, including some by a phony 
company under Riccardi’s name. Unpaid financial obligations began to mount, prompting Riccardi to apply for millions in fraudulent 
bank loans and cash advances. They were used in part to pay financial obligations to the car dealership brand. To cover up the loan 
scheme, Riccardi forged invoices from a fake company that supposedly sold upgraded billing software to EBS. Ricardi pled federally 
guilty. He faces up to 30 years in prison when sentenced and agreed to repay $14.8M. 

In exchange for thousands in illegal kickbacks, two chiros coached patients how to act disabled and scam disability plans in the 
St. Louis area. Vivian Carbone-Hobbs and hubby Thomas G. Hobbs helped patients seem unable to work and perform many basic 
functions like lifting, sitting, standing and walking. Patients paid hundreds of dollars for annual appointments to keep falsely qualifying 
for federal and private disability payments. The pair told patients they should go on disability “so you can enjoy yourself.” One woman 
said she “just wanted time away from work” during an appointment at PowerMed. She was told, “You need to go out on disability.” An 
uninjured undercover investigator said, “I’m just tired of working,” and was told, “You’re going out, you’re going to be permanently 
disabled.” Carbone-Hobbs also billed insurers for phantom services. Hobbs charged patients $2K-$8K to prep disability forms and coach 
them to lie to insurance plans about their inability to perform basic activities. Hobbs also used a fake medical license number and forged 
medical reports to buttress patients’ disability claims. Carbone-Hobbs pled federally guilty and will be sentenced later. Hobbs earlier 
pled guilty and will be sentenced April 19. 

Daniel Joseph Lesieur said he hurt his left shoulder shoveling asphalt while working on a road crew. The Washougal, Wash. man 
filed a claim with the state Department of Labor & Industries. He lied on official forms to receive nearly $121K of wage replacement 
and $6.2K of vocational training for nearly two years. All the while, Lesieur continued running his construction firm, Elk Ridge Custom 
Homes. He earned more than $370K for the work. L&I investigated after discovering Lesieur had been a principal or owner with several 
construction businesses in the past. Six weeks after filing his latest injury claim, Lesieur signed a contract to do consumer construction 
projects for a national home improvement and building materials chain. He wrote in the application that his business had a full crew and 
annual revenue of $1.5M. More than 15 customers told investigators that Lesieur personally provided bids or home remodeling services 
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on behalf of the national retailer. The chain paid his company more than $216K to perform work for those and many other customers. 
During the same period, another company paid Lesieur more than $155K to modify and retrofit mobile home foundations. He never told 
L&I, or his medical or vocational providers about his company or $370K of income. 

Dr. Robert Clay Smith teamed with a medical billing company to illegally dispense pain creams and patches to his workers’ 
comp patients at fraudulently inflated prices billed to insurers. He received an illegal split of the profits. The company was the 
billing agent for the Alexandria, La.-based Smith. It handled his billing and insurance paperwork, making the claims to private and 
federal workers’ comp plans. The billing firm paid Smith 50-55% of the profits collected from falsely billing insurers, at markups of 15-
20 times what the meds cost. Nor did Smith have a state-required license to dispense meds from his clinic. His role in the scheme caused 
$1.4M in losses to workers’ comp insurers. Smith was handed four years in federal prison and must repay $827K to identified victims. 
Lesieur pled guilty. He received 30 days of electric home monitoring and must repay the stolen disability money. 

Teaming up with a cop, Fouad Zeton inflated the value of paintings he claimed were burgled from his home, prosecutors allege 
in New Orleans. Zeton had the help of an unnamed New Orleans cop. The officer pretended he didn’t know Zeton but did. He filed a 
false police report that backed Zeton’s claim that several paintings with a combined value of $128.5K were burgled. In fact, the paintings 
weren’t stolen and were worth substantially less than that. The officer, Christian Claus, a former lawyer from Nevada, hasn’t been 
charged. Claus used his knowledge of insurance claim processing, and his connections to an art appraiser to facilitate a false claim. City 
records show a 911 call about a home burglary from Zeton’s home. Clause later pretended he couldn’t get Zeton to answer the door and 
requested over his police radio that Zeton be telephoned. Zeton sent Claus’ police report to an insurer claims adjuster. He promised 
Claus a kickback from the insurance payouts. Zeton also said he’d use his influence with “a high-ranking NOPD official” to get 
promotions for Claus, who now is working desk duty pending a federal investigation. Zeton is set to plead guilty, news reports say. 

Thousands of homeowners lost everything when the Tubbs wildfire barreled through Sonoma County, Calif. in 2017. Then along 
came contractor Salvador Chiaromonte. He took more than $1M of victims’ money and left them without repaired homes. The fire 
wrecked 4.6K homes. Victims signed about 40 construction contracts with Chiaramonte. He took money for work that was shoddily 
performed or not done at all. Chiaramonte missed deadlines and broke promises on construction start dates. Victims saw their rebuilds 
drag on with no progress. One victim was D.M. Kelley, who lost his house. He met with Chiaramonte, who repeatedly mentioned his 
so-called Christian values. Chiaramonte took over $100K from Kelley and did almost no work. Kelley demanded his money back. 
Chiaramonte said he needed the money to save his own home. “I said, ‘What about us? We have no houses!” Kelley retorted. 
Chiaramonte pled no contest and faces a six-year jail term, including 18 months of probation. Meanwhile, some of Chiaramonte’s victims 
still haven’t rebuilt their homes with their insurance money stolen. “A lot of them are still very emotionally raw,” says attorney Rich 
Freeman, who represents 14 homeowners in a lawsuit. “The horror of what they went through, losing everything in the fires, the 
emotional trauma of that, coupled with battling with their insurance companies to find out what their coverage was, only to have this 
guy run off with or squander their money and leave them scrambling — there’s almost nothing that could make them whole again.” 
Chiaramonte was given three years in prison and must repay nearly $1.2M. 

Karyl Lynn Reed was an unlicensed agent who illegally collected workers’ premiums via her businesses, Envoy Business Partners 
and Allenn Specialty Group. The Costa Mesa, Calif. producer gave her victims forged insurance certificates. Reed also operated a 
staffing company without valid comp coverage, and personally adjusted and administered employee injury claims. She collected comp 
premiums and payroll, employer and employee taxes from victims, and provided them with falsified Certificates of Insurance. One 
business victim didn’t have coverage for an employee who was injured. Another victim had requested an updated insurance certificate 
from their comp insurer and was told no policy or coverage was in place. The policy number Reed had belonged to a policy for another 
business. Another victim who discovered the money they were paying Reed to her staffing service wasn’t remitted to the insurer. Reed 
received four years in state prison and must repay more than $1.4M, the California insurance department announced after leading the 
investigation. 

Pretending he was an insurance agent, Robert Meseer illegally ran MRM Insurance Agency after a relative’s license expired. 
The Westminster, Calif. man had access to client files, allowing him to steal premiums from unsuspecting policyholders. The California 
insurance department investigated after receiving a complaint from a business owner who discovered Meseer had issued a bogus 
insurance certificate listing a fake insurer. The probe revealed numerous violations, including issuing bogus insurance documents, 
overcharging several times the amount of the premiums, inflating billings, not disclosing the true cost of coverage to clients, renewing 
policies without forwarding premiums to the insurers, and marketing new insurance business — all without a license. Meseer received 
three years of supervised probation and must pay $92.1K. 
John Cavanaugh lied that his son lived with him, bidding to scarf federal disability benefits in his unknowing son’s name. In 
applying for coverage, the Portland, Me.-area man forged a letter, with signature, purporting to be from the son’s mother. The letter said 
Cavanaugh’s son lived with him. In fact, neither his son nor mother ever lived with him. Cavanaugh’s application was approved, and he 
started receiving federal disability money. The son’s mother discovered the scam and went to the authorities. Cavanaugh was indicted, 
then applied for a federal COVID-19 disaster loan. He answered “no” to a question on the form asking if he was currently indicted on 
criminal charges. Cavanaugh received three years in federal prison and must repay $244K. 
A crime ring defrauded the NBA health plan for current retired players out of at least $5M in false treatment claims. A leading 
figure was “Dr. Pat.” Actually, he’s Patrick Khaziran, a Los Angeles chiro who provided false treatment records for kickbacks. He 
claimed players received treatments when they hadn’t. The plan asked for proof that treatments like those credited to Khaziran — 
including “therapeutic exercise,” “manual therapy” and “aquatic therapy” — were medically needed. He sent letters that weren’t on 
official letterhead and were filled with grammatical errors. When the plan asked for official letters, he submitted new ones. But the 
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injuries listed on the prior letters didn’t match. Some players weren’t even in the area where they reported treatment. Khaziran was 
handed 30 months in federal prison after pleading federally guilty this week. 

The insurance industry has been less than effective in training its personnel. Their employees, whether in claims, underwriting or sales, 
are hungry for education and training to improve their work in the industry. 

Insurers without sufficient personnel to make a classroom training program practical have available options. If the insurer desires to 
honor its employees who wish to improve their knowledge and skills can do so inexpensively by adding to each employee’s library a 
complete insurance library by internationally recognized insurance coverage, claims handling, fraud, and insurance law expert and 
author, Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE. 

If funds are not available for training vendors can be willing to assist. Although vendors are usually prohibited from making gifts to the 
insurer’s employees, they may agree to donations to the insurer of educational materials that will help the employees improve their 
abilities for acknowledgement of the presentation. 

Every insurer, insurance syndicate, insurance brokerage, insurance sales agency, insurer branch office, and vendors to the insurance 
industry should add to the libraries of their various offices or employees. 

To add to the professionalism of the staff of insurance professionals, the insurer should make available to each the following books that 
are available at reasonable prices from amazon.com, the American Bar Association, Thomson Reuters, or Full Court Press, written by 
Barry Zalma. Details about each book are available at Barry Zalma’s Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-
claims-library/: 

 The Compact Book on Ethics for the Insurance Professional 

 The Compact Book of Adjusting Property Insurance Claims – Third 
Edition 

 The Compact Book of Adjusting Liability Claims – Third Edition 

 How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a 
Commercial Property Insurance Policy 

 The Tort of Bad Faith 

 The Equitable Remedy of Rescission 

 Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter 

 The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance Claims 

 Insurance Fraud – Volume I and Volume II 

 Construction Defects and Insurance Second Edition (8 volumes) 

 Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone 

 California SIU Regulations 2020 

 California Fair Claims Settlement Practices Regulations 2022 

 Zalma’s Mold & Fungi Handbook 

 Zalma on Insurance Claims – Third Edition (ten volumes) 

 Mold Claims (two volumes) 

 Several True Insurance Crimes Novels and Novellas 

 From the American Bar Association  

o Getting the Whole Truth: Interviewing Techniques for the 
Lawyer 

o The Commercial Property Insurance Policy Deskbook 

o The Insurance Fraud Deskbook 

o Diminution in Value Damages 

 From Full Court Press  

o The Insurance Law Deskbook 

o California Insurance Law Deskbook 

o Zalma on Property and Casualty Insurance 

o Insurance Bad Faith and Punitive Damages Deskbook 

 From Thomson Reuters  

o Property Investigation Checklists Uncovering Insurance 
Fraud, 13th Edition. 

Details about each book available at the Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-
claims-library/ 

Free Resources 
In addition you should make available the following free services: the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter at https://zalma.com/zalmas-insurance-
fraud-letter-2/; Mr. Zalma is on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; Barry Zalma videos are available at Rumble.com at 
https://rumble.com/c/c-262921; Barry Zalma videos on YouTube- at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCysiZklEtxZsSF9DfC0Expg; Read posts from Barry Zalma at 
https://parler.com/profile/Zalma/posts and GTTR at https://gettr.com/@zalma;  the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma. 

Subscription Services 
You can subscribe, for only $5 a month or $50 a year, to special videos from “Zalma on Insurance” at 
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe; and “Excellence in Claims Handling” at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. 
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Pharmacist Convicted for $1M Prescription Drug Fraud 
Ronald A. Beasley II, 33, of Portsmouth, Florida was the pharmacist in charge at NH Pharma, a pharmacy located in Lake Mary, 
Florida. Through NH Pharma, Beasley and his co-conspirators billed Medicare for expensive compound drug creams that they never 
actually purchased or dispensed, and instead provided Medicare patients an inexpensive compound drug cream not covered by Medicare. 
Inventory records showed that NH Pharma did not buy enough of the expensive prescription drugs to fill all the prescriptions NH Pharma 
billed to Medicare. In total, Beasley and his co-conspirators received more than $1 million in fraudulent proceeds from Medicare. 

A federal jury in the Middle District of Florida convicted Beasley, a Virginia man February 9, 2023 for his role in a scheme to defraud 
Medicare of over $1 million in prescription drug benefits. 

Beasley was convicted of conspiracy to commit health care fraud and three counts of health care fraud. He is scheduled to be sentenced 
on April 25 and faces a maximum penalty of 10 years in prison on each count. A federal district court judge will determine any sentence 
after considering the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors. 

Hearing Aid Dealer Pleads Guilty to Health Care Fraud  
DENNIS DELLAGHELFA, 53, of Waterbury, waived his right to be indicted and pleaded guilty February 9, 2023 before U.S. District 
Judge Alvin W. Thompson in Hartford to health care fraud. 

According to court documents and statements made in court, Dellaghelfa is a licensed hearing instrument specialist and the owner of 
General Hearing, a Waterbury-based hearing aid dealer. Since approximately 2013, General Hearing has been a participating provider 
enrolled in the Connecticut Medical Assistance Program (CTMAP), Connecticut Department of Social Services-administered program 
that provides medical assistance to low income persons. CTMAP’s benefit packages, referred to as “HUSKY” or “Connecticut 
Medicaid,” are jointly funded by the State of Connecticut and the federal government. 

From approximately June 2016 to April 2022, Dellaghelfa submitted, or caused to be submitted, false and fraudulent claims for payment 
for services and equipment that were not provided or were medically unnecessary. For example, in November 2018, Dellaghelfa 
submitted claims to Connecticut Medicaid for services provided to six patients during a period of time that Dellaghelfa was traveling 
outside the U.S. In 2019 and 2020, some of the fraudulent claims involved services that were purportedly provided by his three 
employees. However, Dellaghelfa knew that the employees performed hearing tests without having the required professional permit, 
and submitted paperwork for hearing tests and services that did not occur or were not medically necessary. 

In addition, in violation of the CTMAP provider agreement, Dellaghelfa paid third-party “patient recruiters” for each Medicaid patient 
they brought to General Hearing for a hearing test, and that then failed the hearing test and received hearing aids. He also submitted 
false claims to Connecticut Medicaid for testing and hearing aids for five of the patient recruiters who did not need hearing aids. 

As part of his plea agreement, Dellaghelfa has agreed to make restitution of $6,141,857 to the Connecticut Medicaid program. As part 
of his restitution obligation, Dellaghelfa has agreed to forfeit $332,675 currently held in personal and business bank accounts. 

Dellaghelfa pleaded guilty to one count of health care fraud, an offense that carries a maximum term of imprisonment of 10 years.  Judge 
Thompson scheduled sentencing for May 16. Dellaghelfa is released pending sentencing. 

U.S. Attorney’s Office Recovers $2 Million From Autism Therapy Provider for Alleged False Healthcare Claims in District’s 
Largest TRICARE Settlement  
ABA Programming Inc., Applied Behavior Center for Autism, and its owner, Sherry Michael (“ABCA”). ABCA is a provider of 
applied behavior analysis services for clients with autism throughout Indiana. The $2 million settlement will resolve allegations that 
ABCA submitted false claims to the TRICARE and Indiana Medicaid programs. 

TRICARE is a health insurance system for members of the uniformed services and their families. It serves millions of beneficiaries, 
including many Hoosier families. Medicaid provides health coverage to millions of Americans, including low-income adults, children, 
pregnant women, the elderly, and people with disabilities. It is jointly funded by federal and state governments.         

ABCA is a healthcare provider operating in multiple locations throughout the State of Indiana. It provides applied behavior analysis 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder. Sherry Michael is the founder and Chief Executive Officer of ABCA. 

According to a settlement agreement between the United States, the State of Indiana, and ABCA, the government maintained that 
ABCA submitted false claims to the government through several fraudulent billing schemes. These schemes included submitting 
upcoded, concurrent, and duplicate claims, claims for services not covered by TRICARE, and claims already paid by third-party 
sources. 

Specifically, ABCA submitted claims to TRICARE and Medicaid for Analyst and Technician services rendered concurrently to the 
same patient, on the same date of service, upcoded claims for services rendered by Technicians, and submitted claims for group 
therapy services when the services were not covered by TRICARE. ABCA also submitted claims to Medicaid for group therapy 
services improperly billed as direct one-on-one provider therapy and claims already paid by third-party sources, namely TRICARE 
and the Indiana CareSource marketplace, without indicating to Medicaid that the claims had already been paid. 

Based on the investigation, the estimated loss to the Medicaid program was $348,194.60 and the estimated loss to TRICARE was 
$626,795.90. ABCA has agreed to pay $2,000,000 to the United States and the State of Indiana to resolve the government’s 
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allegations, which includes double damages and some of the government’s investigative costs. This settlement is the largest 
TRICARE settlement ever collected in the Southern District of Indiana. 

Florida Cardiology, P.A. And 10 Physicians Agree to Pay $2 Million To Settle False Claims Act Liability  
Sandeep Bajaj, Karan Reddy, and eight other physicians have agreed to pay the United States and the State of Florida $2 million to 
resolve allegations that they violated the False Claims Act by submitting inflated claims to Medicare and Medicaid and for billing while 
the physicians were outside the United States. 

The United States and the State of Florida previously intervened in a whistleblower lawsuit against Florida Cardiology and the physician-
defendants on June 27, 2022. The lawsuit and settlement relate to the submission of claims that were improperly billed or performed 
and submitted or caused to be submitted by Florida Cardiology, Sandeep Bajaj, Abbas Ali, Karan Reddy, Claudio Manubens, 
Milan Kothari, Saroj Tampira, Sayed Hussain, Raviprasad Subraya, Harish Patil, and Edwin Martinez. 

According to the lawsuit and settlement agreement, Dr. Bajaj and Dr. Reddy caused Florida Cardiology to bill for more intravascular 
stents than were actually inserted into patients; Dr. Bajaj caused Florida Cardiology to bill for radiofrequency ablations that were not 
performed by him and in some instances, were not performed by a qualifying provider; and all ten physician-defendants caused Florida 
Cardiology to bill for procedures and services while they were outside the United States. According to the Complaint in Intervention, 
except in limited circumstances, providers cannot bill for services while outside the United States. According to the settlement 
agreement, Florida Cardiology submitted these false claims for payment to Medicare, Medicaid, TRICARE, and the Federal Employee 
Health Benefits Program. 

The settlement concludes a lawsuit originally filed in the United States District Court for the Middle District of Florida by Relators 
Derrick Graham and Jesse Frauenhofer. The Relators sued under the qui tam, or whistleblower, provisions of the False Claims Act 
permitting private citizens to sue on behalf of the United States for false claims and to share in the recovery. The Act also allows the 
United States to intervene and prosecute the action. The Relators will receive $420,000 of the proceeds from the settlement with the 
Defendants. 

The case is captioned United States and the State of Florida ex rel. Graham and Frauenhofer v. Florida Cardiology, P.A., et al, Case 
No. 18-cv-1444-Orl-RBD-LHP. The settlement resolves the United States and the State of Florida’s claims in that case. The claims 
resolved by the settlement are allegations only, and there has been no determination of liability. 

Queens Pharmacist Pleads Guilty to Illegally Distributing Oxycodone and Filing False Tax Returns 
Daniel E. Russo pleaded guilty today in federal court in Brooklyn to conspiracy to distribute and possess with intent to distribute 
oxycodone, distribution and possession of oxycodone, and nine counts of filing false personal and corporate tax returns. The proceeding 
was held before United States District Judge Dora L. Irizarry. When sentenced, Russo faces up to 20 years’ imprisonment for each of 
the drug counts and up to three years’ imprisonment for each of the tax counts. 

As set forth in the indictment, court filings and in court this morning, Russo owned and operated Russo’s Pharmacy in Far Rockaway, 
Queens. Between March 2011 and June 2014, Russo conspired with others, including medical professionals and employees, to fill 
fraudulent prescriptions for oxycodone and dispense thousands of oxycodone pills in return for hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash. 
Over the course of the conspiracy, Russo’s co-conspirators delivered hundreds of fraudulent oxycodone prescriptions to Russo’s 
Pharmacy and would then retrieve the filled prescriptions—written out in various patients’ names—so that they could be dispensed 
elsewhere. Russo accepted payment mostly in cash for the prescriptions. Russo then hid the proceeds from the scheme and filed false 
corporate income tax returns for his pharmacy for the years 2013 through 2016, omitting the illegal proceeds. Russo also filed false 
individual income tax returns for the years 2012 through 2016. In total, Russo failed to report over $1 million in earnings, much of it 
generated from his oxycodone distribution scheme. 

More than a dozen physicians for whom Russo filled prescriptions have since been convicted of crimes related to the distribution of 
oxycodone. 

Medical Center pays over $21M to settle alleged false claims  
Cornerstone Healthcare Group Holding Inc. and CHG Hospital Medical Center LLC. dba Cornerstone Hospital Medical Center 
have agreed to pay the United States $21,637,512 to resolve claims that the company improperly billed Medicare. 
Some of the alleged claims were submitted for unauthorized services, services not provided and services which were deemed so 
inadequate they were considered worthless. 

Cornerstone Medical Center was formerly a long-term acute care facility located in Houston that operated as a long-term care hospital. 
Cornerstone was in the business of providing extended medical and rehabilitative care to individuals who qualified as clinically complex 
and possessed multiple acute and/or chronic conditions. Through its subsidiaries, CHG Holding operated specialty hospitals throughout 
the United States, including Cornerstone Medical Center which is no longer in business. 

The investigation began when a qui tam aka whistleblower lawsuit was filed under seal Sept. 28, 2018. The individual filing the suit 
worked at Cornerstone Medical Center long term care facility. During the relator’s employment, they witnessed, among other things, 
unlicensed, unauthorized students of Drs. Jorge Guerrero, Joel Joselevitz and Joseph Varon rendering medical procedures. These 
unauthorized and improper services were fraudulently billed to Medicare. 

In addition, Cornerstone Medical Center submitted claims for payment for services certain treating physicians allegedly rendered. 
However, records showed those physicians were actually out of the country and could not have performed the services. 
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Finally, the investigation concluded that from Jan. 1, 2012, through Dec. 31, 2018, Cornerstone Medical Center billed for services not 
supported by the patients’ diagnosis or medical records, and billed for services that were either not rendered or were so inadequate they 
were worthless (in some cases, resulting in harm to patients.) The claims for payment to Medicare for those services were deemed to be 
fraudulent and submitted in violation of federal law. 

The $21.6 million settlement by Cornerstone Healthcare Group Holding is one of the largest civil healthcare fraud settlements FBI 
Houston has seen. 

Under the False Claims Act, a private party known as a relator can file an action on behalf of the United States and receive a portion of 
the recovery. In this case, the relator will receive $4,327,502. 

Maryland Law Firm Kandel & Associates, P.A., Agrees to Pay the United States Nearly $40,000 to Settle 
Claims That It Did Not Reimburse Medicare for Payments Made on Behalf of Firm Clients  
Kandel & Associates, P.A., a Baltimore-based law firm, and Nelson R. Kandel, Esq., have entered into a settlement agreement with 
the United States to resolve allegations that they failed to reimburse the United States for certain Medicare payments the Government 
had previously made to medical providers on behalf of firm clients. 

The Government’s investigation arose under the Medicare Secondary Payer (“MSP”) provisions of the Social Security Act, which 
authorizes Medicare, as a secondary payer, to make conditional payments for medical items or services under certain 
circumstances.  When an injured person receives a tort settlement or judgment, Medicare law requires persons or entities who receive 
the settlement or judgment proceeds, including the injured person’s attorney, to repay Medicare for its conditional payments.  If 
Medicare does not receive timely repayment, these same laws and regulations permit the Government to recover the conditional 
payments from the injured person’s attorney and others who received the settlement or judgment proceeds. 

The Government alleged that, over many years, Medicare made conditional payments to healthcare providers to satisfy medical bills for 
firm clients. During that period, the firm negotiated for and received settlement proceeds for the firm’s clients, but neither the firm nor 
its clients repaid Medicare for conditional payments it made to medical providers. This settlement resolves the Government’s claims 
that the firm and Mr. Kandel failed to resolve at least twelve MSP debts. The Government alleged that the firm disbursed settlement 
proceeds to clients without confirming the existence of an MSP debt. Under the terms of the settlement agreement, the firm and Mr. 
Kandel agreed to pay the United States $39,828.66 to resolve the Government’s claims.  

The firm and Mr. Kandel also agreed to designate a person at the firm responsible for paying MSP debts; train the designated employee 
to ensure that the firm pays MSP debts on a timely basis; and periodically review any outstanding MSP debts with the designated 
employee to ensure compliance. 

This settlement should remind attorneys of their obligation to reimburse Medicare for conditional payments after receiving settlement 
or judgment proceeds for their clients. The attorneys’ obligation to reimburse Medicare for conditional payments exists regardless of 
whether they disburse settlement proceeds to their clients before the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services contacts them about the 
existence of an MSP debt. When attorneys receive settlement funds in personal injury cases, they have an independent obligation to 
confirm whether their clients received conditional payments from Medicare. 

Former NFL player Convicted for Bogus Medical Claims 
 Corey Bradford a former NFL player pleaded guilty to submitting fraudulent health reimbursement claims after an 
investigation by the Texas Department of Insurance (TDI) Fraud Unit. 

The TDI investigation found Bradford submitted claims totaling more than $224,000 to the Gene Upshaw NFL Player 
Health Reimbursement Plan for medical treatments he never received. The health plan is intended to help pay certain 
medical expenses for former NFL players. 

Bradford was sentenced in Harris County and received 10 years deferred adjudication, 60 hours of community service, and was 
ordered to pay restitution. 

Bradford played nine seasons in the NFL as a wide receiver, spending most of his time with the Green Bay Packers and Houston 
Texans. 

Fake Doctor Who Worked In NHS For 20 Years Found Guilty Of Fraud 

Zholia Alemi Practiced As Psychiatrist Without Necessary Qualifications After Forging Medical Degree Certificate 

A fraudulent doctor who worked in the NHS for 20 years has been convicted of a “deliberate and wicked deception” after forging a 
medical degree certificate and practicing as a psychiatrist without the necessary qualifications. 

Zholia Alemi, who is believed to be 60, worked in hospitals across England, Wales and Scotland and received income and benefits of 
more than £1m across her career, Manchester crown court heard. On February 22, 2023 Alemi was found guilty of 13 counts of fraud, 
three counts of obtaining a pecuniary advantage by deception, two counts of forgery and two counts of using a false instrument.  

The judge Hilary Manley remanded Alemi into custody and told her she would face a prison term “of some substantial length” when 
she is sentenced at the same court on 28 February. She said the deception carried out against health authorities enabled Alemi to work 
with “potentially very vulnerable people over a long period of time”. The judge questioned how Alemi had been able to practice for as 
long as she had and in so many positions. 

Sending a forged certificate to the General Medical Council in 1995, Alemi claimed to have qualified at the University of Auckland in 
New Zealand. A forged letter of verification referred to “six years medical trainee with satisfactory grade”. Yet official records 
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showed that she completed only the first stage of the degree and was stopped from re-enrolling after failing a number of years. The 
court was told that in the letter of verification, the word “verify” was spelled as “varify”. 

Between 1998 and 2017, Alemi worked at various health bodies and trusts, at times was employed by the NHS, and secured positions 
through recruitment or staffing agencies. 

Alemi had worked with patients across the country. Over the four-week trial, the jury was told that Alemi had been convicted of three 
fraud offences at Carlisle crown court in 2018 after forging an 84-year-old woman’s will to make herself the beneficiary and forging 
powers of attorney. 

She was sentenced to five years in prison in that case and the GMC apologized for “inadequate” checks and any risk arising to patients 
as a result.  

Connecticut Insurance Firm Owner Pleads Guilty in $40M Fraud Scheme 
Anthony Riccardi, and his co-conspirators used his firm, Employee Benefit Solutions LLC, as part of a $40 million scheme to steal 
client healthcare funds and defraud multiple lenders. 

Riccardi, the owner and manager of a Connecticut insurance firm pled guilty in February, in federal court in White Plains, New York to 
conspiracy to commit wire fraud and bank fraud. 

Riccardi, of New Canaan, Connecticut, pled guilty to one count of conspiring to commit wire fraud and bank fraud. In connection with 
the guilty plea, Riccardi agreed to pay $14,870,653.36 in restitution and forfeit $2,000,000.00. Sentencing has been scheduled for July 
20, 2023. 

Riccardi’s co-defendant, Patricia Riccardi, previously pled guilty to one count of conspiring to commit wire fraud and bank fraud 
before Judge Halpern. Her sentencing is scheduled for June 20, 2023. 

Riccardi’s co-conspirator, Erin Verespy, was previously sentenced to 66 months in prison following her guilty plea to one count of 
conspiring to commit wire fraud and bank fraud. 

According to the court filings and statements, EBS provided third party healthcare claims administration services to clients that elected 
to “self-fund” their employee healthcare plans. As a TPA, EBS would purportedly administer, process, and pay healthcare claims for its 
clients’ employees in exchange for an administrative fee. EBS also brokered stop-loss insurance coverage for reimbursement of costs 
that exceed a policy’s limits. 

The complaint said that between at least 2015 and continuing through 2019, EBS represented an automobile dealership chain in 
Westchester County, New York. During this time period, this client transferred approximately $26 million to EBS for the payment of 
healthcare claims. 

In reality, a significant number of purported checks listed on the EBS check register invoices were never actually deposited by the 
healthcare providers. Instead, approximately $17.87 million in healthcare payments were misappropriated with the overwhelming 
majority simply transferred by EBS into its own operating account, where they were used for non-healthcare expenses by the managers 
and owners of EBS, according to prosecutors. 

According to the complaint, they also created fake claims, including more than $3 million in claims falsely attributed to one pharmacy. 

Prosecutors cited an example where a review of bank records indicates that the dealership’s healthcare funds were used by Riccardi and 
his co-conspirators to pay their home mortgage expenses as well as a personal credit card account with expenses relating to boating, 
luxury cars, and golf. 

EBS decided what few healthcare claims to actually pay based on which healthcare providers were likely to complain if they did not 
receive payment or if the claims were connected to executives of the client. The dealership told investigators that one healthcare provider 
was suing it for nonpayment and several employees were being called by bill collectors. 

Riccardi and his co-conspirators concealed their fraud by creating fabricated bank statements and checks to create the appearance that 
healthcare claims were being paid by EBS, when in reality, they were not, investigators said. A former employee testified that EBS used 
a software that allowed employees to convert scanned bank statements into editable documents. 

Riccardi and his co-conspirators also applied for multiple fraudulent bank loans and merchant cash advances designed in part to pay 
various fiduciary obligations that EBS owed to the client. They fraudulently received millions of dollars in loans under the auspices of 
financing the purchase of upgraded billing software for EBS, which included Riccardi and his co-conspirators submitting fabricated 
invoices from a fake company that supposedly sold the billing software, according to prosecutors. 
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The story that follows is a fictionalized True Crime Story of Insurance Fraud from my 55 Years in Insurance that 
explains why Insurance Fraud is a “Heads I Win, Tails You Lose” situation for Insurers. This is one of more than 80 
stories in my book “Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone“ Available as a Kindle Book and Available as a Paperback from 
Amazon.com. 

In 1990 Moshe Ben-Cohain and Menashe Ben-Cohain started a course of conduct that led to their arrest for insurance fraud. They failed 
to appear after posting bond and are, along with their co-conspirator, Raz Rosenberg, fugitives.  

The Ben-Cohain brothers, quite by accident, came upon an imaginative fraud. The Los Angeles County District Attorney, after a lengthy 
investigation, charged them with violation of Penal Code § 550, insurance fraud, among others related crimes.  

The Ben-Cohain brothers operated a small furniture assembly facility in Los Angeles County. They imported knocked-down children’s 
furniture (made of composition wood and Formica laminates) from Israel. They hoped to sell it to wealthy people in Beverly Hills and 
West Los Angeles who wished to support the State of Israel. The quality of the merchandise, however, was not high and the Ben-Cohain 
brothers had difficulty making a profit.  

In 2019 the rains came to Southern California and a skylight in their industrial building leaked some water onto a small amount of their 
composition board furniture. They called their insurance agent, reported a claim, and with invoices for most of the merchandise they 
presented and received $75,000 for their actual water damage loss.  

The Ben-Cohain brothers purchased the salvage from their insurer for a small deduction in their total claim and sold it shortly after 
receiving payment. With the proceeds, one brother purchased a used Mercedes sedan and the other a used BMW.  

They were soon short of money since they still could not sell the low quality knocked-down merchandise.  

They sought out the services of Mr. Rosenberg, a public insurance adjuster, who attached a nylon rope to sprinkler head thirty feet above 
the warehouse floor and yanked it out of its fitting. The water flowed for fifteen minutes until the fire department came and turned off 
the sprinkler system. The fire department, with its usual efficiency, vacuumed out the water and protected the furniture.  

After the fire department was gone, the brothers, noting that insufficient damage had been done by the water from the sprinklers, ordered 
their two laborers to form a bucket brigade. The laborers poured twenty-five buckets of water from the restroom on the stored furniture 
effectively making all of their inventory unsaleable.  

Shortly thereafter they called the insurer and a claim was presented for $1,000,000. The insurer, unsuspecting, retained salvors to 
inventory the damaged furniture and determine if any had a value in salvage. While the salvors were doing their work, one laborer came 
up to him and whispered:  

“Senior, no es accidente!”  

Although the salvor spoke no Spanish he understood what was said to him. He reported the statements to the insurer. The insurer, 
American Indemnity Insurance Company, immediately assigned the case to investigator Steve Thomas of its special investigation unit. 
Mr. Thomas retained the services of Spanish speaking investigators who met with the laborers and obtained the full story of the fraud.  

American Indemnity then retained counsel to take the sworn examination of the laborers. Counsel provided instructions for further 
investigation and later examined the insureds under oath at the request of the insurer.  

American Indemnity, although suspicious, wanted to complete the fair and thorough investigation required of it by California law. During 
the examination under oath, it seemed the brothers Ben-Cohain had blatantly lied. They lied about the cause of the incident. They lied 
about what was destroyed. They lied about where the things destroyed were manufactured. They lied about the quality of the knocked-
down furniture. They lied about the financial condition of their business. They lied about everything. 

The brothers provided invoices and shipping documents they intended to prove the value of the damaged furniture. The documents 
proved that the support for their claim was false and fraudulent. They testified that none of their furniture was purchased domestically. 
At the time, they did not know that their laborers had introduced American Indemnity to the local manufacturer.  

The examinations under oath filled more than four days of sworn testimony. When the testimony was completed, American Indemnity 
denied the claim and declared the policy void because of fraud. American Indemnity, following California law, reported the claim to the 
fraud division of the Department of Insurance.  

The fraud investigator, Martin Sandiego of the Department of Insurance fraud division, commenced the criminal investigation that 
resulted in a presentation of the case to the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office. After considerable work by American 
Indemnity, its counsel and almost a year of detailed investigation by the Fraud Division, the Los Angeles County District Attorney filed 
seven felony counts against each brother for insurance fraud and grand theft.  

They arrested both brother’s Ben-Cohain while they were parked illegally near a night club on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood. 
After spending a weekend in the County Jail, the brothers were released on $75,000 cash bonds. They left town and forfeited bail.  

The Fraud Division of the State of California Department of Insurance, the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office, and American 
Indemnity Insurance Company deserve commendation for their dedication, hard work and courage in thwarting an attempt at a major 
fraud.  

The two laborers, although fearing deportation as illegal aliens, did the right thing and stopped what could have been the perfect crime.  
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As long an honest people refuse to stand by and let criminals succeed there is still hope for this country and its insurance industry.   

I know things are changing. In the first twenty-five years, I had been involved with insurance fraud I could count ten people, out of the 
thousands I have investigated, who were arrested for insurance fraud. In the last twenty years cases in which I have been involved in 
dealing with insurance fraud readers of my twice monthly newsletter, Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter, can see that convictions for 
insurance fraud across the country, seem to be increasing. The increase is either due to serious effort to defeat fraud or an increase in 
fraud that is so serious that it cannot be ignored by prosecutors.  

I sincerely hope that the new insurance commissioners and prosecutors across the country will redirect the efforts of their local Fraud 
Division and attorneys general to prosecute insurance fraud.  

Besides million dollar frauds, like that attempted by the Ben-Cohain brothers, effort must be made to bring to justice those fraudsters 
who avoid attention by committing insurance fraud for small amounts of money repeatedly.  

The bail bondsman travelled to Israel to collect the $150,000 his company was required to pay when they defaulted and escaped to 
Israel. He found them only to have his demand for money met with two UZI machine guns threatening his life. Applying good common 
sense, the bail bondsman returned to California and wrote off the debt on his tax return. 

Lindberg Indicted on New Federal Charges  
Greg Lindberg the North Carolina business and insurance magnate was indicted again on federal criminal charges. The prosecutors 
allege that he conspired to skim large amounts of money from his insurance companies, then lied about it to regulators to hide the scheme 
with two co-conspirators. 

A 13-count grand jury indictment in Charlotte was filed in February revealing a carefully orchestrated scheme that relied on a web of 
complex financial investments and transactions designed to evade regulators, disguise the financial health of Lindberg’s insurance 
companies, and conceal the alleged purpose of the scheme: Lindberg’s personal gain. 

The counts include wire fraud, conspiracy, money-laundering conspiracy, making false insurance business statements to regulators and 
making false entries about insurance business finances. 

Lindberg, 53, already is facing a retrial on federal charges accusing him of attempting to bribe North Carolina’s insurance commissioner 
to secure preferential regulatory treatment for his insurance business. Before the 2019 indictment on these charges, Lindberg had given 
millions of dollars to North Carolina candidate and party committees and independent expenditure groups. 

An appeals court last June overturned those 2020 corruption-related convictions, and soon after he was released from an Alabama prison 
where he had been serving a seven-year sentence. With the latest indictment, an arrest warrant was issued Thursday for Lindberg. 

According to prosecutors and the latest indictment, Lindberg and others agreed from no later than 2016 through at least 2019 to defraud 
insurance companies, other third parties and policyholders. In 2017-18 Lindberg and his co-conspirators used loans and related 
transactions to skim “hundreds of millions of dollars” from his insurance companies to buy and operate other Lindberg firms, the 
indictment alleges. 

Lindberg allegedly deceived the state Insurance Department and other regulators and improperly used insurance company funds for his 
personal benefit, the government alleges. Lindberg allegedly personally benefited by using company funds to finance “his lavish 
lifestyle” through real estate purchases and forgiving over $125 million in loans from his affiliated companies to himself. 

Last August, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission filed a civil complaint against Lindberg, an associate and their investment 
advisory firm of defrauding clients out of over $75 million through complex schemes involving undisclosed transactions. 

And in December, that associate — identified as Christopher Herwig — pleaded guilty in Charlotte federal court to conspiracy to 
defraud the United States, related to a scheme to move money between insurance companies and other businesses Lindberg owned. 

Herwig is identified as one of the two co-conspirators in this week’s indictment of Lindberg. The other alleged co-conspirator — 
identified as Devin Solow — had been formally accused by federal prosecutors of conspiracy in a bill of information unsealed last 
month. But Solow’s attorney and King’s office also wrote that the government and Solow had entered a deferred prosecution agreement 
whereby the bill would be dismissed in five years if Solow complies with the agreement, which includes promising to cooperate with 
prosecutors. 

Earlier this month, a federal appeals court sided against him and found that his Colorado Bankers Life Insurance Co. was owed $40 
million from another one of his companies, Academy Financial Assets. Academy had borrowed the money but failed to pay it back by 
a contract deadline. Colorado Bankers Life is now in liquidation proceedings. 

Des Moines Man Sentenced for Insurance Fraud Scheme 
Andrew Thomas Ellis, age 30, of Des Moines pled guilty on February 16, 2023, to one count Presenting False 
Information (Class D Felony) following an investigation by the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau.  

The charges against Ellis stemmed from an investigation which began in June 2022. According to criminal complaints 
filed by the Iowa Insurance Division’s Fraud Bureau, Ellis filed a false report to the Des Moines Police Department, 
claiming theft of personal property.  Ellis then provided false statements to an insurer in connection with a personal 
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property insurance claim in an attempt to receive loss claim benefits he would otherwise not be entitled to. Ellis was arrested on October 
9, 2022 and booked into the Polk County Jail where he later posted bond. 

Following his guilty plea, Ellis received a five-year suspended prison sentence and placed on supervised probation for a period of two 
years. Ellis was also ordered to pay a fine of $1,025. 

Two Sentenced to Prison for Fake Auto Claims 
Herbert Allen, age 38, and Dion Ridley, age 23, pleaded guilty to Conspiracy to Commit Mail Fraud in violation of Title 18, United 
States Code, Section 371 Allen was to 37 months in prison, followed by 3 years of supervised release and Ridley was sentenced to 6 
months in prison, followed by 1 year of supervised release. 

The defendants admitted to being in a conspiracy to commit mail fraud in connection with a staged automobile collision. In the scheme, 
Allen falsely claimed that he was the driver of a car that was struck by a tractor-trailer on June 28, 2017. Ridley, a passenger in the car, 
falsely claimed that Allen was driving the car and they were struck by a tractor-trailer. In fact, the government’s evidence showed that 
the defendants conspired with Damien Labeaud, Roderick Hickman, and others to intentionally collide Allen’s 2007 Chevrolet Impala 
with a tractor-trailer in the area of Tchoupitoulas Street and Calliope Street in New Orleans. 

Both defendants lied in civil depositions, falsely claiming that Allen was driving the car that collided with the tractor-trailer, when in 
fact Hickman was driving the car and intentionally hit the tractor-trailer. Through their false statements and acts of deception, Allen was 
able to secure a $50,000 monetary settlement from the owner and insurer of the tractor-trailer, and Ridley was able to secure a $90,000 
monetary settlement. 

Every Person Who is Insured Needs to Understand How Judges interpret Insurance Policies.  
The book provides those who are insured, insurance claims people, insurance claims executives, underwriters, insurance agents, 
insurance brokers, insurance coverage lawyers and policyholders lawyers an ability to understand how they should emulate the courts 
when interpreting an insurance policy to avoid taking untenable positions with regard to claims. 

The book is available at Amazon.com as a hardcover here; a paperback here; and as a Kindle Book here. 

“How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance 
Policy: Information Needed for Individuals and Insurance Pros to Deal with Commercial Property 
Insurance” 
The New Book is now available as a Kindle book here, paperback here and as a hardcover here  

Commercial Property Insurance is a necessity for any person or entity owning a piece of commercial property whether it is small or 
large, whether it is an office building or a warehouse or a factory. 

A property owner – unless exceptionally wealthy – cannot afford the risk of losing that property, what it earns from tenants paying rent 
or from the product produced at the property. 

Commercial property insurance is a specialized form of insurance designed to protect the owner or lessee of the property from loss due 
to perils like fire, lightning, windstorm, hail, earthquake, flood, tornado or other risks of loss. 

Most commercial property insurance policies are written on a “direct risk of physical loss” or “all risk of physical loss” basis subject to 
exclusions that are directly related to the risks faced by the property or some standard exclusions. 

This book explains the coverages provided by a commercial property insurance policy, how to acquire a policy of commercial property 
insurance, what the policy of commercial property insurance insures, how to present a claim, and how to successfully present a claim 
and collect the funds needed to repair or replace the structure and indemnify the insured against the losses incurred because of the 
interruption of the business of the insured. 

The Compact Book on Ethics for The Insurance Professional 
How Ethical Doctrines from the Beginning of the Written Word to the Present Resulted in the Incorporation of the Covenant of Good 
Faith 

Every Person Involved in the Business of Insurance Must Act Ethically in the Business of Insurance 

See the full video at https://rumble.com/v1n4avu-the-compact-book-on-ethics-for-the-insurance-professional.html  and at 
https://youtu.be/LB6g6O7c0hA 
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Insurance is, by definition, a business of the utmost good faith. This means that both parties to the contract of insurance must act fairly 
and in good faith to each other and do nothing that will deprive the other of the benefits the contract of insurance promised. 

Without the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and ethical people who work in the insurance industry applying and fulfilling the 
covenant, effective insurance to spread the risk of loss to a large community of insurance professionals, is impossible. One cannot act 
fairly and in good faith without being a person with a well-formed ethical compass. 

In 1776, Lord Mansfield acting as an appellate judge serving in the House of Lords of Britain (the predecessor of the United Kingdom) 
for the first time referred to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. In the case designated: Carter v. Boehm S.C. 1 Bl. Burr 1906, 
11th May 1766. 593, 3 Lord Mansfield in the British House of Lords stated the rule of uberrimae fide (Latin for utmost good faith). 

The Tort of Bad Faith 
What Every Insurance Professional, Every Insurance Coverage Lawyer, Every Plaintiffs Bad Faith Lawyer, and Every Insurance Claims 
Person Must know About the Tort of Bad Faith 

A Book Needed by Every Insurance Claims Professional 

The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a concept of insurance law at least three centuries old. It first appeared in British 
jurisprudence in a case decided by Lord Mansfield sitting in the House of Lords as the highest court in Britain. In Carter v. Boehm. 
3Burrow, 1905, Lord Mansfield explained that insurance is a contract upon speculation; the special facts upon which the contingent 
chance is to be computed, lie, most commonly, in the knowledge of the insured only. The underwriter trusts to his representation and 
proceeds upon confidence that he does not keep back any circumstance in his knowledge, to mislead the underwriter into a belief that 
the circumstance does not exist, and to induce him to estimate the risk as if it did not exist. The keeping back such circumstance is a 
fraud, and therefore the policy is void. 

Lord Mansfield stated the rule still followed to this day: “Good faith forbids either party by concealing what he privately knows, to draw 
the other into a bargain, from his ignorance of that fact, and his believing the contrary. 

The implied covenant explains that no party to a contract of insurance should do anything to deprive the other of the benefits of the 
contract.” 

For insurance to work; for each insurer to properly evaluate the risks presented; for each insurer to obtain the insurance desired; and for 
each insured and insurer resolve all claims fairly and equitably they must treat each other with the utmost good faith and do nothing to 
deprive the other of the benefits of the contract. 

Each party to the contract of insurance is expected to treat the other fairly in the acquisition and performance of the contract. For 
example, the prospective insured is required to answer all questions about the risk he, she or it are asking the insurer to take and about 
the person the insurer is asked to insure. Similarly, the insurer must honestly, clearly and in good faith explain to the insured(s) the risks 
the insurer is willing to take and the terms, conditions and provisions of the contract of insurance. 

Available as a Hardcover  Available as a paperback  Available as a Kindle Book 

Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter 
New Book That Explains How to Defeat or Deter Insurance Fraud 

What Every Insurer Should Know About How It Can Be Proactive in The Efforts Against Insurance Fraud by Refusing to 
Pay Every Fraudulent Claim. 
How Giving No Quarter Worked 

Many years ago, a client I represented was offended that an insured tried to defraud him and the people who were names in the syndicate 
he represented at Lloyd’s, London. I walked the Underwriter through the debris of the house that was burned, showed him some of the 
remains of the allegedly highly valuable fine arts, and then explained how he was deceived into issuing the policy. I was the attorney 
for Lloyd’s underwriters for the fine arts and Imperial Casualty for the homeowners policy.  

The Equitable Remedy of Rescission of Insurance 
Rescission is an equitable remedy first created in the ecclesiastical courts of Elizabethan England. 

When the United States was conceived in 1776 the founders were concerned with protecting their rights under British common law. 

Common Law is a form of law developed by judges through tribunals and decisions of courts rather than executive branch action and 
legislative statutes. 

Following the common law tradition, legal principles were referred to courts of equity to “mitigate the rigor” of the common law. 

Available as: A Kindle book A Paperback or a hardcover . 

Insurance Fraud – Volume I & Volume II Second Edition 
Insurance fraud continually takes more money each year than it did the last from the insurance buying public. No one knows the actual 
amount with any certainty because most attempts at insurance fraud succeed. Estimates of the extent of insurance fraud in the United 
States range from $87 billion to more than $308 billion every year. Insurers and government backed pseudo-insurers can only estimate 
the extent they lose to fraudulent claims. Lack of sufficient investigation and prosecution of insurance criminals is endemic.  

Volume I of Insurance Fraud includes the following: 

 Insurance Fraud is Epidemic.  Measuring Insurance Fraud 
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 What is Insurance Fraud? 

 Arson for profit. 

 Soft Fraud 

 Hard Fraud 

  

 Insurance Against the Risk of Loss of Real or Personal 
Property 

 Liability Insurance 

 Interpretation of Insurance Contracts 

 Ethics & The Insurance Fraud Investigation 

 Fraud by Professionals 

 First Party Property Fraud 

 Health Insurance Fraud 

 Insurance Fraud is a Crime 

 Fraud Created by Legal Professionals 

 Fraud in the Acquisition of Insurance 

 Fraud in the Presentation of a Claim 

 Investigation of a Claim for Fortuity 

 Investigating Fraud 

 Arson for Profit Investigation 

 Investigation Methods 

 Evaluation of Medical Records 

Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback 

Volume II of Insurance Fraud provides coverage of the issues not covered by Volume I and, together with Volume I becomes a complete 
manual for how lawyers and claims people can effectively work to deter or defeat insurance fraud. 

INSURANCE FRAUD IS EPIDEMIC 

The following are covered in this volume including: 

 The Federal Crime of Insurance Fraud 

 Insurance Fraud as a State Crime 

 Insurance Fraud by Insurers 

 California SIU Regulations 

 Investigating Insurance Fraud 

 The Examination Under Oath 

 The Taking of an Examination Under Oath 

 The Mutability of Memory 

 Rescission 

 Insurance Fraud Statutes 

 The Tort of Bad Faith and Insurance Fraud 

 Sample California Rescission Letters 

 Sample Complaint for Declaratory Relief 

 Form of Mutual Rescission Agreement 

 Form Declaration of Underwriter in Support of Rescission 

 Insurance Fraud Statutes 

 Outline of Training for Integral Anti-Fraud Personnel 

 Form of EUO Demand Letter 

 EUO Testimony admitting fraud. 

Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback 

For Subscribers Only I Have Published Special Insurance Videos 
I published on Locals.com more than 25 videos and two webinars of the Excellence in Claims Handling program. I also published on 
Substack.com videos and webinars of the Excellence in Claims Handling Program available only to Subscribers. The subscribes have 
access to all the videos and a webinar on “The Examination Under Oath A Tool Available to Insurers to Thoroughly Investigate Claims 
and Work to Defeat Fraud” among others.  

The videos start with the history of insurance and work their way through various types of insurance and how to obtain and deal with 
insurance claims. 

Subscribe and receive videos limited to subscribers of Excellence in Claims Handling at locals.com 
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe. 

Subscribe to my publications at substack at substack.com/refer/barryzalma 

Go to substack at substack.com/refer/barryzalma 
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Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE, now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance 
coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and 
policyholders. He also serves as an arbitrator or mediator for insurance related disputes. He practiced law in 
California for more than 44 years as an insurance coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 54 years 
in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and zalma@zalma.com 

Over the last 54 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat 
insurance fraud. He has created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for 
insurers and their claims staff to become insurance claims professionals. 

Barry Zalma, Inc., 4441 Sepulveda Boulevard, CULVER CITY CA 90230-4847, 310-390-4455; Subscribe 
to Zalma on Insurance at locals.com https://zalmaoninsurance.local.com/subscribe. Subscribe to Excellence in 
Claims Handling at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. Write to Mr. Zalma at zalma@zalma.com; http://www.zalma.com; 
http://zalma.com/blog; I publish daily articles at https://zalma.substack.com, Go to the podcast Zalma On Insurance at 
https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Follow Mr. Zalma on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; Go to Barry Zalma videos at Rumble.com 
at https://rumble.com/c/c-262921; Go to the Insurance Claims Library – https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-claims-
library/ to consider more than 50 volumes written by Barry Zalma on insurance and insurance claims handling, 
including those listed below. 

1. Zalma on Insurance Claims – Third Edition – 10 Volumes 
2. The Compact Book of Adjusting Property Insurance Claims – Third Edition 
3. The Compact Book on Adjusting Liability Claims, Third Edition 
4. A Compact Book on How Judges Read, Understand, Interpret and Rule on Insurance Policy Issues 
5. The Compact Book on Ethics 
6. How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance Policy: Information Needed 

for Individuals and Insurance Pros to Deal With Commercial Property Insurance 
7. The Tort of Bad Faith 
8. The Equitable Remedy of Rescission of Insurance 
9. Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter 
10. The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance Claims 
11. Insurance Fraud – Volume I & Volume II Second Edition 
12. Construction Defects and Insurance Second Edition 8 Volumes 
13. The Homeowners Insurance Policy Handbook 
14. It’s Time to Abolish The Tort of Bad Faith 
15. Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone 
16. California SIU Regulations 2020 
17. Zalma’s Mold & Fungi Handbook 
18. Getting the Whole Truth: Interviewing Techniques for the Lawyer 
19. Mold Claims – 2 Volumes 
20. The Little Book on Ethics for the American Lawyer 
21. Random Thoughts on Insurance – 15 Volumes 
22. Candy and Abel: Murder for Insurance Money – Fiction 
23. Murder And Insurance Fraud Don’t Mix -Fiction 
24. Murder & Old Lace: Solving Murders Performed for Insurance Money – Fiction 
25. Arson for Terrorism and Profit – Fiction 
26. M.O.M. & The Taipei Fraud – Fiction 
27. Arson-For-Profit Fire at the Cowboy Bar & Grill – Fiction 
28. The Insurance Law Deskbook 
29. California Insurance Law Deskbook 
30. Zalma on Property and Casualty Insurance 
31. Insurance Bad Faith and Punitive Damages Deskbook 
32. Insurance Law 
33. The Commercial Property Insurance Policy Deskbook 
34. The Insurance Fraud Deskbook 
35. Diminution in Value Damages 
36. Property Investigation Checklists Uncovering Insurance Fraud, 13th Edition. 

 


